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The start of 2022 saw the hottest new year’s day on
record – a record that should have been a warning for the
preceding records that shaped last year. From the
revolving door at number 10 to the death of the Queen to
increased inflation and a country on a financial knife edge,
it would be an understatement to say that 2022 has been
tumultuous. For the housebuilding and property industry,
last year was a challenging year as companies tried to
rebuild from the setbacks brought about by Covid (and
Brexit) all while dealing with political red tape and looming
Government ambitions.
 
From a recruitment perspective, 2022 saw more job
vacancies than unemployed people with unemployment
falling to its lowest level since 1974. For us, it was clear
we needed to work smarter and as such pivoted to help
our clients deal with the talent shortage by finding novel
solutions to levelling up existing talent.  

We also worked to provide a broader education on the
realities of working in the property and housebuilding
industry, focussing on showcasing the variety of
professions within our industry in order to get upcoming
talent excited. 

w h a t  j u s t
h a p p e n e d ?
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w h a t  j u s t  h a p p e n e d ?

We were able to do this by working collaboratively with world-class universities, and
leading UK charities such as Mind, The ADHD Foundation, Stonewall and Scope to bring
about fresh thought leadership reports that provide actionable change. From a local
perspective, we had the pleasure of working with our neighbouring communities,
sponsoring local rugby clubs, food banks, and art charities. We also managed to spend
time reflecting inwards as we shape a company that ensures the wellbeing of our team
members, particularly as we work remotely, and have done this through the enlistment of
external support such as working with Wellbeing Ambassadors. Through the chaotic
energy that 2022 brought with it, we’re most proud of the fact that we managed to place a
record-breaking number of candidates and helped clients shape award-winning teams.
Our team also celebrated a number of promotions and we go into this year knowing that
we have unrivalled experience and passion for recruiting within the property and
housebuilding industry. But that’s enough about us. 

And while we could probably write an essay on all the craziness of 2022, (we shall refer
you back to ‘partygate’, mass airline cancellations, and hastily u-turned budgets) instead
we think it’s probably best to look forward. This is why we reached out to leading
property experts to ask them what their predictions for 2023 will be, asking them
everything from their thoughts on this year's house-buying trends to anticipating what
help may come from the government to what they think will be their biggest challenges
and opportunities. We hope you find this read useful and enjoyable!
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243,200
the number of new dwellings built in
the year ending 2022.

300,000
the pledged number of houses the UK
Government wish to build each year. 
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£296,000
the average UK house price, a record
£36,000 more than it was in 2021.

2 0 2 2  i n
n u m b e r s



w h a t  t o  
e x p e c t  n e x t

While some breadcrumbs regarding what's next for the housebuilding industry have already
been laid out - there are still many questions left unanswered. With no guarantees as to what
will play out in parliament this year - property leaders are waiting in anticipation to see if 2023
will be the year in which developers will be able to fully deliver on the government's build-
back-better policies. To help answer some key questions on the topic, we asked industry
experts to let us know their thoughts on the subject.

What do you foresee as being the biggest challenge(s) in 2023? 

Planning is my biggest concern. I think the cost and
availability of building materials and supply chain
issues will also continue to hamper build progress into
next year.

As an industry we need a cohesive housing strategy
which effectively brings forward development land
and associated infrastructure, and also puts a greater
focus on affordable housing with support for SMEs
and new local authorities/registered providers to
enter this market. 

The Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill appears to be
back on track under Michael Gove and we will watch
its progress with interest. We hope he will bring
forward the updated Standard Methodology for
housing numbers at the earliest opportunity. This will
inject some certainty into both Local Plan making and
decision taking which is essential to the future
delivery of housing.

by Chris Chiles, 
CEO, Elivia Homes

4Disclaimer: Please note, the views expressed in this publication are representative of the individual. 



b i g g e s t  c h a l l e n g e s  i n  2 0 2 3

Aside from the obvious threats as a result of retrograde planning reform on housing targets
there are obvious economic challenges for the industry. The housebuilding industry has been
highly resilient to such challenges in the past and I see no reason to think otherwise for what lies
ahead in 2023 but there is no doubt that the worst is yet to come. 

In addition to the economic and policies challenges, the housebuilding industry continues to face
challenges such as water neutrality / nitrate issues which affect a significant operational area
across the South East and beyond. There are positive signs that this is starting to be resolved
and mitigation strategies agreed but it is reliant on a multi-faculty approach from a number of
different bodies and organisations which takes significant time to fully resolve

by Andrew Black, 
Founder, Andrew Black Consulting

What do you foresee as being the biggest challenge(s) this year? 
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by Annette Hurst,
Sales Director, Barratt Homes

With the recent media headlines and Government news, I believe housebuilders will need to
work harder to ensure consumer confidence levels are back to where they were pre-pandemic.
The last few years have been tough for housebuilders and while we know what great options
new builds are, particularly for first-time buyers, I do foresee more needing to be done to boost
consumer confidence. This should involve help from the Government as well as investment from
housebuilders themselves to showcase the benefits of buying a new build. 



p l a n n i n g  r e f o r m s  

The government needs a dramatic rethink on its knee jerk approach to green belt and housing
targets. There were some bold and radical ideas on planning reform set out within the housing
white paper but the government threw the baby out with the bath water. I would like the
government to look again at some of these. 

More importantly we need the government to consider how resources can be improved for
councils in terms of planning departments. This may include allowing approved suppliers to deal
with some of the simpler planning applications (clearance of conditions, minor applications, and
prior approval) and changes to planning fees to ensure planning departments can resource work
and reduce pressure on officers. 

The government needs to do much more to assist the development of housing in the later living /
specialist housing sector. Despite the rhetoric around housing numbers in general there is no
getting away from the fact that we have an aging population that is increasingly living in housing
which is unsuited to their care needs. Existing planning policy at government and local level is
extremely light in this area despite the obvious need and statistics which tell the full story. The
lack of action in this area has a detrimental impact on other areas such as the Health Service
and Social Care Sector. 

by Andrew Black, 
Andrew Black Consulting

What planning reforms would you like to see happen in 2023? 
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p l a n n i n g  r e f o r m s  

What planning reforms would you like to see happen in 2023? 

The UK planning sector is in crisis and the knock-on effect for housebuilding is crippling,
particularly at SME level. Budget cuts and under-resourced planning departments have resulted
in lengthy delays for validation, determination, clearance of conditions and the agreement of
planning obligations. 

I would like to see the Sunak administration take immediate steps to properly resource local
authorities and the planning inspectorate to unblock the significant backlog of work. There also
needs to be a longer-term national training and recruitment drive to encourage more planning
officers, planning inspectors and other local authority positions into the sector.

I am also eager to see the final adoption of the National Planning Policy Framework by April
2023 to give us clarity on the government’s approach. 

by Chris Chiles, 
Elivia Homes
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From a housebuilder’s perspective, I think to make a positive difference in the way we work, we
are going to need to see tighter controls on local authorities. We need to see local authorities
working with and not against housebuilders to help build the best developments in order to
enhance local communities and ensure houses are built to schedule. I think tighter controls on
local authorities will have a larger, more positive impact on the way in which we build houses
across the UK than any other reforms. 

by Annette Hurst,
Barratt Homes



U K  h o u s i n g

Others will have a more keen eye than me on
such things. However, in many places the
market is still very much supply led. When
house prices start to fall (or show signs of
falling) existing house buyers will only sell if
they have to. Equally, developers will slow
down sales on site and not start further phases
if they have to (something the government has
an eye on). The reduction in housing supply will
stop prices from a sudden crash and I think we
will probably see a minor correction rather than
a dramatic fall. 

by Andrew Black, 
Andrew Black Consulting

What do you think will happen to
house prices in 2023?

Rising interest rates and the cost-of-
living crisis will certainly have some
sort of knock-on effect on house
prices and transaction levels, but for
how along and to what degree is
crystal ball territory! Nationally I think
we could be looking at around a 5%
decline. However, in the South East
this could be much lower depending
on location and demand. 

by Chris Chiles, 
Elivia Homes
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by Annette Hurst,
Barratt Homes

There’s a lot of discussion at present about
the future of house prices. For what it’s
worth, I believe they will stay static, with the
potential for homeowners and buyers to see
a small decrease in price in the first half of
the year. For the remainder of 2023, I think
house prices will stay steady and I think it is
highly unlikely we will see any great
movement over the year. The demand is too
great for there to be a real shock to the
industry. 



U K  h o u s i n g

I would like to see the government do more for
those at the senior end of the housing ladder.
It would be easy for the government to make
some radical fiscal changes for those seeking to
buy a specific age restricted property or even
to step off the housing market altogether into
rented accommodation (as is the model in
many other countries). 

A change in SDLT and IHT would incentivise
empty nesters to look at more age appropriate
housing stock or consider intergenerational
housing options. This would have the additional
benefit of freeing up underutilised family
housing in sustainable locations. 

by Andrew Black, 
Andrew Black Consulting

What extra help would you like to see the government adopt for buyers? 

Greater assistance for first time buyers would
help support the wider market. I’d also like to
see government-backed green mortgage
schemes or additional Stamp Duty incentives
linked to a home’s carbon performance, both
of which could prove popular with
housebuilders and homeowners alike.

by Chris Chiles, 
Elivia Homes
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When the Help-to-buy (H2B) scheme ended
for new applicants this year, it left a gap in
the market for options for first-time buyers.
Alongside this news, buyers are also facing
higher interest and mortgage rates which
altogether makes buying houses for first-time
buyers in particular very tough. 

For 2023, it would be great to see Homes
England re-introduce the H2B scheme or
something very similar and offer 5% deposits
like H2B Wales currently offer. We certainly
need something to help people get their feet
on the property ladder and so I am hoping we
will see announcements about new schemes
and extra help for buyers later this year. 

by Annette Hurst,
Barratt Homes



U K  h o u s i n g

Continuing to adapt to a new hybrid working
culture by providing full fibre broadband. There
will also be a greater focus by the industry on
sustainability as we prepare for the Future
Homes and Buildings Standard in 2025. I think
we’ll see greater use of low carbon materials and
technologies and an increase in MMC.
Government intervention could help accelerate
the pace of change. If incentives are linked to the
sustainability performance of a development,
then SMEs could better afford to build greener
and, in doing so, improve standards and reduce
emissions. 

by Andrew Black, 
Andrew Black Consulting

What do you predict to be the next trend for house buyers in 2023? 

The cost of living crisis, energy prices and recent
cold snap in December 2022 will mean that new
house buyers will have a keen eye on energy
efficiency of new homes and this should be a key
unique selling point for house builders. The
continued hybrid way of working post covid
means that space for home office set up and
access to super-fast broadband is an absolutely
must for new home buyers. 

by Chris Chiles, 
Elivia Homes
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U K  h o u s i n g

As we move into a more environmentally favoured way of thinking, house buyers will be looking
for homes that provide greener energy. One example of this is that I think you’ll start to notice
buyers will be expecting new homes to come with electric car charging parts as standard and both
this and additional greener energy products will be covered by Part L, although a lot of this won’t
take effect until 2024/25 completions. 

I think the overall trend is going to be around making adjustments that ensure buyers are choosing
products/homes that are kind to their wallet and kind to the environment. There’s going to be a
need to find a balance without compromising on either. 

What do you predict to be the next trend for house buyers in 2023? 
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by Annette Hurst,
Barratt Homes



l o o k i n g  f o r w a r d

Elivia has some really exciting developments in exceptional locations due to start in 2023
along with a number of strategic projects with the potential to turbo charge our aspirations for
sustainable growth. I am also looking forward to rolling out our group sustainability charter
and on-going customer experience initiatives.

For the property industry in general, I hope that we see an easing of the supply chain
restrictions and clarity on the direction of travel regarding planning reform. With the
appointment of Lucy Frazer signalling our 14th housing minster in as many years, the industry
desperately needs some stability and certainty from the Sunak administration if we are to
successfully navigate the challenges and opportunities ahead. There are some critical areas
that need immediate focus; including a planning system that is not fit for purpose, a lack of
clarity on the delivery of low carbon homes and a more long-term approach to addressing
skills and training.

by Andrew Black, 
Andrew Black Consulting

What are you looking forward to seeing come into fruition in 2023, either
for your company or the property industry in general? 

Despite the mood music I would like to see the property industry (and particularly the
housebuilding sector) continue to evolve and modernise. There is much to learn from the high
tech approach of other sectors which many of the traditional housebuilders lack and are still
doing things the same way as when I entered the industry over 20 years ago. 

Within ABC, I hope to take a more innovative approach towards planning on projects through
the use of exciting tech resources such as Search Land who are continuing to lead the way in
GIS mapping and data.  

by Chris Chiles, 
Elivia Homes
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Predicting the future is never going to be easy! As we take stock of the past year and plan for
what's ahead, at least we know that the housebuilding and property industry is resilient. And I am
not just talking about the industry itself but the resilience of property professionals who help
grease the wheels. We know how hard the last few years have been, but we hope if you get
anything from this (aside from a great read) it's that there is more than hope for what's coming
our way next. There's a real opportunity for growth!

Our thanks once again to our experts; Andrew Black, Annette Hurst & Chris Chiles. We hope you
have enjoyed their keen insights and as always we are interested to hear your thoughts on what's
next for our industry. 

Whatever does happen, we at tdm recruitment, look forward to overcoming the latest
challenges, championing the talented, and most importantly helping businesses grow through the
best investment yet; people.

t o  n e w  s t a r t s

by Tom Morris,
tdm recruitment

13tdm-recruitment.com


